
 

 

SUMMARY 

 

 

Since the years ' 90, sustainable tourism has become an extremely popular research area 

because the global concern for promoting sustainable development and, on the other hand, the 

diversification of tourist offers and the emergence of some elements of impact on economy, society 

and environment. International statistics show a record number of more than 1.2 billion 

international tourists in 2016 and an increase of 3.9% of international tourist arrivals. At global 

level, the tourism and travel industry have a 10% contribution to the global GDP (7.6 billion dollars 

in 2016) and generates about 298 million jobs. At the same time, tourism accounts for 7% of global 

exports of goods and services, with a higher growth rate than the average of global exports 

(UNWTO, 2017). 

Due to factors such as increasing consumer purchasing power, which have become 

increasingly mobile, improving accessibility to tourist regions, the emergence of new ways of 

transport very accessible to consumers such as Low Cost Carriers, change in the lifestyle of 

consumers, etc., tourism has become a global economic sector with a particularly important impact 

on the socio-economic and ecological development of regions and nations. As Paci and Marrocu 

highlight (2013), regional development is heavily influenced by domestic and international 

tourism. In addition, tourism development is a key tool for regional development as it generates 

revenue and leads to the creation of new jobs for the local community and stimulates the emergence 

of new economic activities, such as construction, commercial activities, etc. Thus, in the context 

of the global and European debate on sustainable development, a particular need for reflection on 

sustainable tourism development is noted, in which the socio-economic interests associated with 

the tourism sector are brought into balance with environmental constraints, both today and in the 

future.   



In this context, the premise from which the present work starts is that tourism has a high 

potential for reducing disparities at territorial level and contributing to a balanced regional 

development, only if the generated multiplier effects are internalized in a coherent manner, 

respecting the principles of sustainable development. The study particularly concerns the case of 

the North-East Region of Romania, one of the least developed regions of the European Union, 

which present significant structural and socio-economic lagging behind. The aim is to investigate 

the potential and impacts of tourism on the development of this region, while highlighting its 

position in the international and national context and the implications for sustainability.   

The work is structured in two main parts and six chapters. The first part of the work presents 

the current state of research at the national and international level. The objective concerned is to 

identify the theoretical models proposed in the literature for the analysis and planning of 

sustainable tourism at regional level, with the aim of developing empirical research on scientific 

bases. Thus, the first chapter of the work - "tourism and the regional dimension of sustainable 

development"- presents the theoretical landmarks, objectives and conceptual models of sustainable 

development at regional level, while highlighting principles, forms and elements of tourism in the 

regional development system. The second chapter of the work - "models of sustainable tourism 

analysis from a regional perspective" – faces the factors of supply and demand and presents their 

effects to stimulate income, production and occupation. The chapter introduces a number of 

econometric applications on the basis of which the impact of tourism on regional development can 

be estimated, namely a combined logit model for studying the intent to return tourists to a tourist 

locality, a regression model with the consideration of the spatial elements for assessing the defining 

characteristics of accommodation in rural tourism and a model for optimizing regional growth with 

the consideration of environmental influence. The last part of this chapter presents the significance 

in the plan of regional development strategies and programs, bringing into consideration the recent 

concepts used in the planning of sustainable tourism such as "territorial capital" or " intelligent 

specialization in tourism ". 

The second part of the work presents the empirical research itself, the specific objectives 

of which can be summarized as follows:  

-Identifying the main developments and trends in the development of sustainable tourism at global, 

European and national level. 



-Analysis of tourism contribution to regional development in Romania, through the application of 

Statistic and econometric methods and models. 

-Quantitative analysis of the contribution of tourism to the development of the North East Region 

of Romania, with a focus on Suceava county, considered an example of good practice, especially 

the touristic product Bucovina. 

-Identifying strategic directions for sustainable tourism development in Romania.   

The objectives of empirical research, working assumptions, database and research 

methodology are distinctly highlighted in the third chapter of the paper.  

The analysis of the main developments and trends in the development of sustainable 

tourism internationally (chapter 4) brings to attention quantitative data describing the present and 

forecasted international tourist flows, while highlighting the performance European countries in 

the global rankings made on the basis of the Global Competitiveness Index of Tourism and Travel. 

The presentation of the European Strategic Framework for sustainable tourism is designed to 

identify the directions of action to support sustainable tourism and good environmental practices 

to improve cross-cutting issues in the tourism sector.   

The fifth chapter of the work outlines Romania's tourist profile in the European context, 

describes the strategic and operational framework of tourism in Romania and presents the 

evolution of tourism flows across the regions of Romania and the elements of impact at regional 

level. The analyses carried out cover the period 1990 – 2018 and use structure indicators and 

dynamic indicators; For the analysis of the degree of concentration of the number of tourists at 

regional level is used the normalized Herfindahl concentration indicator, while estimating the 

impact of some essential factors in the development of regional tourism in Romania during the 

period 1995 – 2018 (Cultural institutions, crime incidence, infrastructure) uses various 

econometric models with panel data. 

The analysis of tourism and the situation of regional development in the north-east region 

is integrated into the sixth chapter of the work, which brings the factors of demand and tourist 

offer into consideration and estimates, with the help of regression analysis, the relationship 

between arrivals of tourists and regional GDP in the period 2000 – 2018. Distinctly, the chapter 

presents the contribution of Suceava County to the development of tourism in the North-East 



Region and highlights the positive and negative externalities associated with the sustainable 

development of tourism in this area. The work puts into light cluster agglomerations with 

significant flood damage values, which impact on the sustainable development of tourism, using 

spatial statistics and GIS technologies. 

The last part of the paper presents the ways in which tourism potential can be valued by 

creating complex tourist products, as is the case with the Bucovina tourist product and using 

approaches based on territorial capital and smart specialization. The proposed strategic planning 

model in the work suggests the use of integrated approaches (e.g. "tourism value chain model"), 

based o, multi-level participative governance, which prioritizes issues related to innovation ("smart 

tourism"), environment and a ("sustainable tourism conducive to balanced development").   


